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About This Game

Extreme Formula Championship is amazing 3D formula racing game for everyone. Do you Want to become a Championship,
then show your desire to be a Formula Racing Champion.

Features
-HD Quality of Graphics used in the Game.
-There are 5 Different Tracks in the game.
-Excitement increases after every second.

-You can play each Track maximum upto 99 Laps.
-Both Keyboard and controller support provided.

-Multi-language support in the Game.
-20 Formula Racing Cars available in the game.

-Fully Tested on Windows 7 & above.
-Ratings & Feedback Appreciated.
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Title: Extreme Formula Championship
Genre: Racing, Sports
Developer:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Publisher:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Release Date: 4 May, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later required

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB AMD or NVIDIA Graphic Card

Storage: 350 MB available space

English,French,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Its a good game, these games really NEED to be localized *looking at you puyo chronicles =w=*. its not as bad as you may
think it works better then the Galdbeck map and the buses are not bad. Good game, but is way overpriced. Each time I buy a
new DLC, it's about the same cost as buying a brand new game. Although, I really enjoy this loco and the scenarios it provides. I
regret it when I pay but I can enjoy it as long as I want after.. 10\/10, its showing its age but for the price as Furry said for the
price of a drink and a butty.. Quaint little game~. win10 has texture bug\uff0cplease fix it and I will change to good comment.
I've got 20 years in the fireworks industry, they got a lot right with this. The game is a very early build, the controls are a bit
wonky, but they're on the right track. Regardless, it's fun to play around with and $10 well spent.. What a waste of money.
Avoid this.
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This game is a lot of fun. If you don't know much about car mechanics but you know want to know more, this game is for you.
The game is quite detailed mechanically and, based on previous reviews by players who are real mechanics, is fairly accurate.

I would definitely recommend this game.

One small point, not a criticism, more a comment. The playlist is short and you can't add more songs or choose your own
playlist. The music is okay, but after several repeats the techno gets wearisome. Sorry Devs.

To get round that, I lowered the volume of the music, then streamed a radio station from my browser in the background. You
can still hear the workshop sounds as well as the music you want playing. I haven't tried using streaming apps but I would think
they will work same way no problem.

Enjoy. It's the OST and Soundtrack for the Base game, on sale they sell for a real steal, plus i am one of the few that think this
game is great, it's sweet and short perhaps but it can still be properly enjoyed.

The developers even went as far as to reduce the price since the release of the remastered version, so all in all a decent add on to
my library.. Very interesting experiences! The narration complements the experience very well. Cons:
- Crashed without saving any progress after completing 8 levels
- very strange and unintuitive mechanics in some cases. For example, you lose your money and tokens if you run out of time, but
keep them when dying from fire. WTF?
- poor upgrade system
- quite bad tutorial: bombarding with information in the first minute of play
- minor control issues (mouse and keyboard)

Pros:
- Core gameplay in ok
- music is nice

Overall, would not recommend it. Somewhat unusual game, but not good enough. Not a bad little TBS game for the price. The
coin grinding gets old doing the same missions over and over adnauseum but the game is very simple to learn. This game plays
more like the Elven legacy series style of Turn Based combat more-so than XCOM Enemy Unknown though. The skirmish
DLC soon to come will certainly improve upon this title but to anyone looking for a no-brainer TBS who doesn't mind grinding
for coins to upgrade your characters ... this game isn't bad for the price.. If you've seen the move "The Cube", this is just like it
but in video game form! It's a really unique idea thats a TON of fun to play. I love games that are challenging yet not frustrating
and this fits the bill perfectly. Very excited to see this game grow!. The real world got you down?
Politics too much of a chore?
Let your fists, or fingers do the talking. Kick the crap out of Jimmy Carter, Abe Lincoln amd Donald Trump.
A great little beat em up that has some reasonably good jokes.
The fighting is not too bad either.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/yoV0HadkzJo. u change floors
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